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ABSTRACT

Many people would like to be handsome, beautiful, smart, and have their own
style. Being good looking is the one wish for everyone but they need to find the place to
make people look good. Professional salons should be with an online presence because
the Internet is a serious and viable business tool that makes salons different from the
competitors. ThaiSalon.Com is a web site created as a center for hair & beauty in
Thailand, especially in Bangkok, in virtual world in order to provide a comprehensive
online information about hair, beauty & hair salon and to utilize the website as an online
tool to promote the hair and beauty salons. It's the first Thai web site which contains
information for only hair and beauty salons and contains the name list of hair and
beauty salons where located in Thailand. It is a niche-content web site because no other
web site has the same content as ThaiSalon.Com.
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I.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Project Description
The ThaiSalon.Com project is conceived from the idea of having a center for hair

& beauty salon in Thailand, especially in Bangkok, in a virtual world, which anyone can

visit. The content and design on ThaiSalon.Com web site covers all essential aspects of
the hair beauty, hair salon, beauty salon and other related content. Major emphasis is
placed on easy navigation, creative design, and resourceful information.
We name the web site ThaiSalon.Com for the following reasons:

1.2

(1)

It is easy to remember and understand.

(2)

It shows Thai identity.

(3)

It is the first Thai website which contains only about hair and beauty salon.

(4)

It contains the name list of hair and beauty salons located in Thailand.

Objectives of the Project
(1)

To provide a comprehensive online information about hair, beauty & hair
salon.

(2)

To create prototype of Thaisalon.com website.

(3)

To utilize the website as an online tool to promote the hair and beauty
salons.

(4)

To generate revenue from advertisement on the site in order to cover the
investment cost and the operating cost in short-term and make profit in
long-term.

1.3

Scope of the Project
The ThaiSalon.Com project comprises of two main parts - web site part and

business part. For the first part, the web site combines of content, designing, and
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programming. The web site provides information and knowledge concerning with hair
beauty such as hair styles, hair color, hair designing, hair dressing, hair decorating, hair
problem, hair treatment and others. Moreover ThaiSalon.Com provides information
both of hair salons and beauty salons about service, price, and locations including
telephone number for reservation. The designing of ThaiSalon.Com web site is an easy
and modern style. The web design will support its content. The ThaiSalon.Com web site
prototype consists of client-side programming and interaction. As a result, only Java
script, HTML, and Flash action scripts are used to create this prototype. All of above
are the important ingredients make the web site covers all essential aspect of the actual
online ThaiSalon.Com web site, including educational, experimental and commercial
For the second part, we conduct a complete analysis using the SWOT analysis,
surveying an off-line media, an on-line media to design our marketing strategies in
order to complete our target.

2

II.

2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Internet
The Internet, sometimes called simply "the Net," is a worldwide system of

computer networks - a network of networks in which users at any one computer can, if
they have permission, get information from any other computer (and sometimes talk
directly to users at other computers). It was conceived by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency (ARPA) of the U.S. government in 1969 and was first known as the
ARP ANET. The original aim was to create a network that would allow users of a
research computer at one university to be able to "talk to" research computers at other
universities. A side benefit of ARP A Net's design was that, because messages could be
routed or rerouted in more than one direction, the network could continue to function
even if parts of it were destroyed in the event of a military attack or other disaster.
Today, the Internet is a public, cooperative, and self-sustaining facility accessible to
hundreds of millions of people worldwide. Physically, the Internet uses a portion of the
total resources of the currently existing public telecommunication networks.
Technically, what distinguishes the Internet is its use of a set of protocols called TCP/IP
(for Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol). Two recent adaptations of
Internet technology, the intranet and the extranet, also make use of the TCP/IP protocol.
For many Internet users, electronic mail (e-mail) has practically replaced the Postal
Service for short written transactions. Electronic mail is the most widely used
application on the Net. You can also carry on live "conversations" with other computer
users, using Internet Relay Chat (IRC). More recently, Internet telephony hardware and
software allows real-time voice conversations. The most widely used part of the Internet
is the World Wide Web (often abbreviated "WWW" or called "the Web"). The Web is a
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system with universally accepted standards for storing, retrieving, formatting, and
displaying information using a client/server architecture. The Web combines text,
hypermedia, graphics, and sounds. Its outstanding feature is hypertext, a method of
instant cross-referencing. In most Web sites, certain words or phrases appear in text of a
different color than the rest; often this text is also underlined. When you select one of
these words or phrases, you will be transferred to the site or page that is relevant to this
word or phrase. Sometimes there are buttons, images, or portions of images that are
"clickable." If you move the pointer over a spot on a Web site and the pointer changes
into a hand, this indicates that you can click and be transferred to another site. Using the
Web, you have access to millions of pages of information. Web browsing is done with a
Web browser, the most popular of which are Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape
Navigator. The appearance of a particular Web site may vary slightly depending on the
browser you use. Also, later versions of a particular browser are able to render more
"bells and whistles" such as animation, virtual reality, sound, and music files, than
earlier versions.
2.2

Internet History

The Internet has revolutionized the computer and communications world like
nothing before. The invention of the telegraph, telephone, radio, and computer set the
stage for this unprecedented integration of capabilities. The Internet is at once a worldwide broadcasting capability, a mechanism for information dissemination, and a
medium for collaboration and interaction between individuals and their computers
without regard for geographic location. The Internet represents one of the most
successful examples of the benefits of sustained investment and commitment to research
and development of information infrastructure. The Internet itself started off as a part of
a military experiment by the United States Department of Defense to link research
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institutes involved in military projects from around the world (Pavlik 1996) In 1957, the
USSR launches Sputnik, the first artificial earth satellite. In response, the United States
forms the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARP A) within the Department of
Defense (DoD) to establish US lead in science and technology applicable to the
military. In 1962, RAND Paul Baran, of the RAND Corporation (a government
agency), was commissioned by the U.S. Air Force to do a study on how it could
maintain its command and control over its missiles and bombers, after a nuclear attack.
This was to be a military research network that could survive a nuclear strike,
decentralized so that if any locations (cities) in the U.S. were attacked, the military
could still have control of nuclear arms for a counter-attack. Baran's finished document
described several ways to accomplish this. His final proposal was a packet switched
network. "Packet switching is the breaking down of data into datagrams or packets that
are labeled to indicate the origin and the destination of the information and the
forwarding of these packets from one computer to another computer until the
information arrives at its final destination computer. This was crucial to the realization
of a computer network. If packets are lost at any given point, the message can be resent
by the originator." In 1968, ARPA awarded the ARPANET contract to BBN. BBN had
selected a Honeywell minicomputer as the base on which they would build the switch.
The physical network was constructed in 1969, linking four nodes: University of
California at Los Angeles, SRI (in Stanford), University of California at Santa Barbara,
and University of Utah. The network was wired together via 50 Kbps circuits. ln 1972,
the first e-mail program was created by Ray Tomlinson of BBN. The Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARP A) was renamed The Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (or DARPA) ARP ANET was currently using the Network Control
Protocol or NCP to transfer data. This allowed communications between hosts running
5

on the same network. In 1973, development began on the protocol later to be called
TCP/IP, it was developed by a group headed by Vinton Cerf from Stanford and Bob
Kahn from DARPA. This new protocol was to allow diverse computer networks to
interconnect and communicate with each other. In 1974, First Use of term Internet by
Vint Cerf and Bob Kahn in paper on Transmission Control Protocol. In 1976, Dr.
Robert M. Metcalfe develops Ethernet, which allowed coaxial cable to move data
extremely fast. This was a crucial component to the development of LANs. The packet
satellite project went into practical use. SATNET, Atlantic packet Satellite network, was
born. This network linked the United States with Europe. Surprisingly, it used
INTELSAT satellites that were owned by a consortium of countries and not exclusively
the United States government. UUCP (Unix-to-Unix Copy) developed at AT&T Bell
Labs and distributed with UNIX one year later. The Department of Defense began to
experiment with the TCP/IP protocol and soon decided to require it for use on
ARPANET. In 1979, USENET (the decentralized news group network) was created by
Steve Bellovin, a graduate student at University of North Carolina, and programmers
Tom Truscott and Jim Ellis. It was based on UUCP. The Creation of BITNET, by IBM,
"Because its Time Network", introduced the "store and forward" network. It was used
for email and listservs. In 1981, National Science Foundation created backbone called
CSNET 56 Kbps network for institutions without access to ARP ANET. Vinton Cerf
proposed a plan for an inter-network connection between CSNET and the ARPANET.
In 1983 Internet Activities Board (IAB) was created in 1983. On January 1st, every
machine connected to ARP ANET had to use TCP /IP. TCP /IP became the core Internet
protocol and replaced NCP entirely. The University of Wisconsin created Domain
Name System (DNS). This allowed packets to be directed to a domain name, which
would be translated by the server database into the corresponding IP number. This made
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it much easier for people to access other servers, because they no longer had to
remember numbers. In 1984, the ARP ANET was divided into two networks: MILNET
and ARP ANET. MILNET was to serve the needs of the military and ARP ANET to
support the advanced research component, Department of Defense continued to support
both networks. Upgrade to CSNET was contracted to MCI. New circuits would be Tl
lines, 1.5 Mbps which is twenty-five times faster than the old 56 Kbps lines. IBM would
provide advanced routers and Merit would manage the network. New network was to be
called NSFNET (National Science Foundation Network), and old lines were to remain
called CSNET. In 1985, the National Science Foundation began deploying its new Tl
lines, which would be finished by 1988. In 1986, the Internet Engineering Task Force or
IETF was created to serve as a forum for technical coordination by contractors for
DARPA working on ARPANET, US Defense Data Network (DDN), and the Internet
core gateway system. In 1987, BITNET and CSNET merged to form the Corporation
for Research and Educational Networking (CREN), another work of the National
Science Foundation. In 1988, Soon after the completion of the Tl NSFNET backbone,
traffic increased so quickly that plans immediately began on upgrading the network
again. In 1990 Merit, IBM and MCI formed a not for profit corporation called ANS,
Advanced Network & Services, which was to conduct research into high-speed
networking. It soon came

~1p

with the concept of the T3, a 45 Mbps line. NSF quickly

adopted the new network and by the end of 1991 all of its sites were connected by this
new backbone. While the T3 lines were being constructed, the Department of Defense
disbanded the ARP ANET and it was replaced by the NSFNET backbone. The original
50Kbs lines of ARP ANET were taken out of service. Tim Berners-Lee and CERN in
Geneva implements a hypertext system to provide efficient information access to the
members of the international high-energy physics community. CSNET (which consisted
7

of 56Kbps lines) was discontinued having fulfilled its important early role in the
provision of academic networking service. A key feature of CREN is that its operational
costs are fully met through dues paid by its member organizations. The NSF established
a new network, named NREN, the National Research and Education Network. The
purpose of this network is to conduct high speed networking research. It was not to be
used as a commercial network, nor was it to be used to send a lot of the data that the
Internet now transfers. In 1992, Internet Society is chartered. World Wide Web released
by CERN.NSFNET backbone upgraded to T3 (44.736Mbps). In1993, InterNIC created
by NSF to provide specific Internet services: directory and database services (by
AT&T), registration services (by Network Solutions Inc.), and information services (by
General Atomics/CERFnet). Marc Andreessen and NCSA and the University of Illinois
develops a graphical user interface to the WWW, called "Mosaic for X". In 1994, No
major changes were made to the physical network. The most significant thing that
happened was the growth. Many new networks were added to the NSF backbone.
Hundreds of thousands of new hosts were added to the INTERNET during this time
period. First Virtual, the first cyber bank, opens. ATM (Asynchronous Transmission
Mode, 145Mbps) backbone is installed on NSFNET. In 1995, the National Science
Foundation announced that as of April 30, 1995 it would no longer allow direct access
to the NSF backbone. The Natio;-ial Science Foundation contracted with four companies
that would be providers of access to the NSF backbone (Merit). These companies would
then sell connections to groups, organizations, and companies. $50 annual fee is
imposed on domains, excluding .edu and .gov domains which are still funded by the
National Science Foundation. In 1996, Most Internet traffic is carried by backbones of
independent ISPs, including MCI, AT&T, Sprint, UUnet, BBN planet, ANS, and more.
Currently the Internet Society, the group that controls the Internet, is trying to figure out
8

new TCP/IP to be able to have billions of addresses, rather than the limited system of
today. The problem that has arisen is that it is not known how both the old and the new
addressing systems will be able to work at the same time during a transition period.
(Dave Kristula 1996)
2.3

The Important Role of Internet

The Internet is a network of over thousands of interconnected networks, which
provide access to every part of the world where there is a connection. Internet is the
information superhighway. Users now ordinarily connect to the Internet through an
Internet Service Provider (ISP). Today must residential users connect to the ISPs over
voice-grade lines using modems at data rates of 56.6 Kbps This is perfectly adequate for
e-mail and related service but for graphics intensive web surfing and the World Wide
Web is at the heart of the explosion in the business use of the Net. Its popularity is one
of the most important driving forces of the Internet to get the latest news around the
world, communicate with others, search for information, be entertained, and purchase
goods. Internet can expand the channel to make money for the entrepreneur, allow
access to the target market, reduce the cost of advertising and enhance the image of the
entrepreneur. The recent advancements in computing technology, reductions in price for
computer equipment, and availability of the Internet to business and customers, are
giving rise to new business opportunities through the Internet. Businesses have realized
the great potential of the Internet. Internet is accelerating the information revolution,
inspiring new uses of information systems and new business models. Currently there are
a lot of media of advertisement but Internet has abilities to access target groups 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. Businesses have realized the great potential of the Internet. Uses
of Internet for e-business and e-commerce are emerging. It does have an outstanding
increase in popularity of Internet users. The number of Internet users in Thailand is
9

around 1.65 million for the year 1999 and 4 million in the year 2000. It is expected to
increase to 12 million in the year 2006 and 14 million in the year 2008. The number of
websites in Thailand also is increasing.
2.4

Hair/Beauty Salon Industry in Thailand & Internet

Many people would like to be handsome, beautiful, smart, have own style. Good
looking is the one wish for everyone but they need to find the place to make people look
good. That place would be "Salon'', the place which makes people feel new, smart and
looking good. In Thailand, there are thousands of hair and beauty salons but which one
will be the best or suitable for an individual is not known and you go to try them by
yourself; but you can find a solution in the web sites which we offer the information of
hair and beauty salons in Thailand, especially in Bangkok
People can know which one is the best or which one is suitable for them. No
website in Thailand presents the niche content. This is the first time for Thailand to find
the information of beauty salons via Internet. A professional salon should be with an
online presence (Paul Archer 1999). The Internet is a serious and viable business tool
that make salon different from the competitors. Being found on the Internet. What
matters more than anything else on the Internet is what and where salons are.
2.5

Hair & Hair Dressing

Well-groomed, luxuriant, lustrous, hair is, quite simply, beautiful and sexy. It can
signify youth, health, and vitality. Many women don't feel right unless they feel that
their hair looks good. If their hair looks good they feel great. Some of the earliest
known works of art are statuettes of women, thousands of years old (the statuettes not
the women), showing elaborate hairstyles. Hairstyles are both a display and can be a
communication revealing social status and membership of a tribe or group. Think about
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the tonsured monk, the Mohican of the punk, the short-cropped hair of the soldier, and
the dreadlocks of the Rastafarians as exemplified by Bob Marley.
In humans hair grows thickest mainly on the head-with the development of body
hair. The reason for hair growing mainly on the head may very well have to do with the
evolution of our upright posture on the hot savannahs of Africa as hair protects and
insulates the head (and brain) from the sun. Hair grows at a rate of about 150mm a year
and each individual hair lasts for two to six years before it falls out, the follicle has a
rest for a while, while another takes its place. Hair grows quickest in young adult
women aged between sixteen and twenty-four (who are often then at the height of their
possible reproductive capacity).
The quality and appearance of hair is influenced by overall health and diet as
would be expected. Anorexics who starve themselves often have very fine, brittle hair
deficient in various minerals. Hair conveys information about a person and their state of
health-analysis of the hair can also tell what drugs they have taken. Long hair obviously
suggests at least a recent history of good health.
Hairdressing is the art of arranging the hair or otherwise modifying its natural
state. Closely related to headgear, hairdressing has been an important part of the dress of
both men and women since antiquity and, like dress, serves a number of functions.
Almost all societies have found it necessary t8 cut or confine the hair in order to
keep it out of the way. They further arranged their hair to fulfill man's basic desire for
personal adornment, which may vary in form from the ornately curled, blond wigs of
Roman matrons to the sleek shingled heads of flappers in the 1920's. One extremely
important function of hair styling, especially in traditional pre-industrial societies, is to
indicate status. Primitive men, for example, fastened bones, feathers, and other objects
in their hair to impress the lowly and frighten the enemy with their rank and prowess.
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Noble rank among the ancient Gauls was indicated by long hair, which Caesar made
them cut off as a sign of sub mission when he conquered them. The occupational
associations of hair are exemplified by the gray wig of a British barrister and the
lacquered, black wig of a Japanese geisha.
The religious significance of hair is seen in the shaved heads of Christian and
Buddhist monks, indicating renunciation of the world, and in the single long lock on the
shaved heads of Muslim men, by which, they believed, Allah would pull them up to
heaven. In 17th century England, both politics and religion were professed by the long
curling locks of the Royalist Anglican Cavaliers and the cropped hair of the
Parliamentarian Puritan Roundheads.
Hair arrangement could also proclaim age and marital status. Boys in ancient
Greece cut their hair, and Hindu boys shaved their heads when they reached
adolescence. In medieval Europe maidens wore uncovered flowing hair, while matrons
bound theirs under veils. As a sign of mourning the ancient Egyptians, whose heads
were usually shaven, grew long hair, and long haired Hindu widows cut off their hair.
From the late Middle Ages, hair styles in the West have been greatly influenced
by changing fashion. In the 17th century, for example, courtiers followed the lead of the
balding Louis XIV, who wore a wig. In the 20th century women of all classes eagerly
followed the example of film stars with such styles as the platinum hair of Jean Harlow.
Until the 20th century, fashionable hairstyles generally were limited to the upper
classes, and the dictates of fashion were relatively rigid. Today, with the general
increase in wealth, the improvement in mass communication, and the trend toward
informality and individualism, women (and men) in all classes can choose the style and
color of their own hair, or of a wig, that best suit their needs and tastes.
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2.6

History of Hairstyles
Ancient World. In early and primitive societies, the simplest hairstyle, worn by

the common people, was long or cropped hair usually held in a fillet or band.
Aristocrats developed distinctive and more complex styles. Sumerian noblewomen, for
example, dressed their hair in a heavy, netted chignon, rolls, and plaits around the head
or letting it fall thickly over the shoulders.

Figure 2.1.

Ancient Hair Model.

They also powdered it with gold dust or scented yellow starch and adorned it with
gold hairpins and other ornaments. Babilonian and Assyrian men dyed their long hair
and square beards black and crimped and curled them with curling irons. sometimes
wigs were worn. Persian nobles also curled their hair and beards and stained them red
with henna.
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Figure 2.2.

Egyptian Nobleman and Noblewomen

Egyptian noblemen and noblewomen clipped their hair close; later, for coolness
and cleanliness in the hot climate they shaved their heads with bronze razors. On
ceremonial occasions, for protection from the sun, they wore heavy, usually black wigs.
These were in short curly shapes or long and full in curls or braids and were adorned
with ivory knobbed hairpins, fillets, fresh flowers or gold ornaments. Men shaved their
faces and wore stiff false beards. In classical Greece, men wore short hair and often
beards. Later they were shaved. Women's long hair was drawn back loosely or bound
into a chignon, later a melon shape. Both sexes wore fillets, and the upper classes used
curling irons. Some women dyed their hair red (or in Athens even blue, dusted with
gold, white, or red powder), and others adorned it with flowers, ribbons, and jeweled
tiaras.
In austere republican Rome, men and women generally followed simple Greek
styles, but under the t:npire the upper classes used curling irons and the mc1 dusted
their hair with colored powder or gold dust. Women dyed their hair bond with yellow
soap or wore ebony wigs or wigs made from the blond hair of captive barbarians. Their
hair was piled high in curls and braids, sometimes arranged on crescent-shaped wire
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frames. Throughout the ancient world hair- dressing and shaving were accomplished by
domestic slaves or in public barbershops.
The Non-Western World-The Muslim World and the East.
Among Muslims, traditionally, the hair was modestly concealed in public under
the man's headdoth, turban, or fez or the woman's veil. Both men and women, however,
attended their respective hammams (public baths), where the men were shaved
(sometimes the whole head except for the long topknot) and their beards were trimmed.
The women's long hair was washed and often given a henna rinse.
In China, men traditionally shaved the front hair and combed the back hair into a
queue braided with horsehair or black silk. Worn by the Manchus and imposed by them
on their Chinese subjects in the 17th century as a sign of submission, the queue was also
a mark of dignity and manhood. To pull it was a grave insult. Chinese women combed
their hair back, sometimes under a bandeau, into a low knot, which might be decorated
with jeweled combs, hairpins, or flowers. Unmarried girls wore long plaits.
In Japan, traditionally, men usually shaved the front and top of the head, leaving a
little stiif pigtail at the back of the crown. Women's hair in the medieval period
streamed down their backs. After the introduction of pommade in the 17 th century,
women's hair was swept and arranged with combs, bars, ribbons, and long ornamental
hairpins, revealing the nape of the neck, which was thought to be especially appealing,
The Geisha's lacquered coiffures, which often were wigs, were especially elaborate.
In Africa, Africans developed complex hair styles indicative of status. Some
ivolved shaving the head, dyeing the hair with red earth and grease, bleaching it with
ammonia, or stiffening it with dung. Among the Masai, for example, nonwarriors and
women shaved their heads while warriors tied their front hair into three sections of tiny
braids and their back hair into a waist-length queue. Mangbetu women arranged thin
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plaits over a cylinder-shaped basket frame with a flared top and stuck it full of long flat
bone needles used also to groom their finger- nails. Such hairstyles took hours to
achieve and were left untouched for weeks. Somewhat simpler were the styles of
Miango maidens, who combed their kerchief-covered hair back into a long queue tied
with leafy branches, or of Ibo girls, who shaved their heads and thereafter let the hair
grow only according to an elaborate pattern chalked on their skulls.
Pre-Columbian America, In the pre-Columbian era the heads of North American
East Coast Indian men were generally entirely shaven, with shell or stone knives, save
for a ridge, or comb, of hair along the crown of the head. Plains Indians wore two long
plaits, as Indian women did generally. Farther south in more civilized regions, more
complex styles developed, such as the large whorled squash-blossom arrangement over
the ears of marriageable Hopi girls. Mixtec women drew their hair into a bun under a
horned turban, while Aztec women braided their hair with colored material and wound
it round their heads, as they still do in some parts of Mexico. Among Aztec warriors a
ridge of hair indicated that he had taken many prisoners. Maya nobles, who wore high
head dresses, appear to have shaved their artificially elongated skulls. Inca chiefs wore
relatively short hair, with a headband wrapped around five times; nobles and
commoners had progressively longer hair and fewer turns of the headband.
The Western World-Middle Ages and Renaissance.
The barbarians who overran Europe in the Middle Ages wore long flowing locks
and beards. From the 9th century, nobles on the Continent wore short hair (to the neck)
and were clean shaven. After the Norman Conquest of the still longhaired English,
Continental fashion changed, requiring beards and long curled hair, filled out with false
hair. In the 13th and 14th centuries the hair was neatly rolled at the neck in page- boy
style. The pudding-basin, ear-revealing style of the early 15th century was superseded
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longer page-boy style, rough in the north meticulously curled and combed in Italy. The
clergy were distinguished by the tonsure, a shaved patch on the head. Its precise shape
disputed by the Celtic and Roman churches, in the 7th century, whole crown was finally
established, according to Roman usage. The influence of the church, always concerned
for modesty, encouraged married noblewomen to veil their long plaits entwined with
ribbons and false hair. In the 13th and 14th centuries they coiled their plaits over the
ears or bundled them into gold or silver cauls (nets) or concealed hair, neck, and chin
with a linen wimple, all these styles finished off by a veil or kerchief. In the 15th
century, fashionable ladies of northern Europe plucked their hairline to make their
foreheads seem higher and scraped their hair back under an elaborate homed, pointed,
or wired headdress. In the warmer climate of Italy, women displayed their hair in plaits
and under low, jeweled turbans, bandeaus, or caps. Both men and women strove to
achieve blond hair by either using a bleach or saffron or onion skin dye, or, in the case
of Italian women, by sitting for hours in a crownless hat in the sun.
In the 16th century, after Francis I of France accidentally burned his hair with a
torch, men wore short hair and grew short beards and moustaches. Women's hair was
tucked under stiffened, lappeted hoods (caps in Italy), which gradually became smaller,
revealing more hair as did small soft toques. The front hair was frizzed around the face
and brushed over metal hoops '.Jr rolls. The back hair was coiled up in a net out of the
way of the high collar. Blond or, in England, red hair, like Queen Elizabeth's, was
popular, and false hair and wigs were used. Hair was dusted with powder or flour for
blonds, violet for brunettes, and white for the gray-and held in place by gum or rotten
oak paste. Lead combs were believed to presse and restore color to the hair. Jewels,
feathers. and ornamental hairpins provided decoration.
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17th and 18th Centuries.
In the first half of the 17th century fashionable men wore long curled hair, often
oiled, falling over wide, white collars. Frequently they displayed a longer lock tied with
a bow, a neat moustache and a small, pointed beard, the Vandyke. Later in the 17th
century men shaved their faces and their beads, covering their heads with caps at home
or long, full-bottomed, curled wigs in public.
Women's hair in the first part of the 17th century was flat on top with fringe on
the forehead; wide crimped puffs, then bunched long curls over wire frames at the sides;
and a coil high in back decorated with rosettes or a fine linen or lace cap. Gradually the
butline became high and narrow as the cap became the tall, lacy fontange. In the 18th
century, men continued to wear wigs but generally smaller and lighter ones, powdered
white. Some wigs were tied back into a queue encased in a black silk bag, some were
braided, and some were held by a black bow. The law, the army, and the navy each had
its own style of wig. Some men wore their own hair n a queue. In the early part of the
18th century, women had trim little crimped or curled heads, powdered and decorated
with garlands or bows. Widows, middle-class women, and women at home wore tiny
caps. By the 1770's coiffures built over horsehair pads or wire cages, stuck with
pomatum, and powdered with starch mounted three feet in the air. Some had springs to
adjust the height. They were extravagantly adorned with feathers, ribbons, jewels, and
even ships, gardens, and menageries. Such constructions required several hours work
every one to three weeks. Between sessions the undisturbed coiffure was likely to attract
vermin. In the 1780's a reaction against formality and extravagance led to the herisson
(hedgehog)

style

for

men

and

women,

a

loose,

bushy

mass

of curls.

By this time hairdressers formed a distinct profession. The best were men, many of
them trained as wigmakers. Especially notable was Legros de Rumigny, a former baker,
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,

s

who became court hairdresser in France, published the Art de la coiffure des dames
(1765), and opened an Academic de Coiffure in 1769.
19th Century
The French Revolution and Empire and the accompanying taste for simplicity and
the antique had a great effect on hairstyles. Both men and women cut their hair very
short, like the Roman emperors, or women twisted their hair into Greek knots, with
short curls framing the face, or later into smooth plaits around the head. They also wore
colored wigs. Gradually as men became more concerned with commerce, they spent less
time on their hair. In the 19th century they kept it relatively short, sometimes curled and
dressed with macassar oil. Most men wore some variety of moustache, sideburns, or
beard.
By the 1830's women were dressing their hair standing rolls or loops on the
crown, held by ribbons and combs, and short curls clustered at the temples. Beginning
in the 1840's heads were sleek and demure, the hair oiled and smoothed down over the
temples with long sausage curls at the side later with a heavy chignon of curls or Plaits
in 'back. In the 1880's the front hair formed a crimped fringe. In the 1890's the
pompadour of the Gibson Girl was combed over a pad making a high wide frame for the
face, and swept up behind. Curls, crimping, and the natural-looking marcel wave were
achieved by the use of heated irons, including the waving iron invented by the French
hairdresser Marcel Grateau in the 1870's.
20th Century
As a result of World War I, women everywhere cut or "bobbed" their hair as a
symbol of their political and social emancipation. There followed a succession of short,
head- clinging hair styles inspired by film stars-the page boy of Garbo, the peek-a-boo
of Veronica Lake. Short hair greatly increased the popularity of the permanent wave,
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invented by the German Charles Nessler about 1905. The early permanents required
heat, took 12 hours, and sometimes gave a frizzy effect. Later the cold wave, with
chemicals, simplified the process.
In the 1950's the invention of rollers for waving made possible the very short,
layered Italian cut As young, active, informal women discarded hats, hairstyles,
bouffant styles and the smooth, geometric cuts became more important. In the 1960's
the availability of natural-looking hair pieces in the form of full wigs, half wigs, or long
falls, at all prices, enabled almost every woman to own one or more to suit her taste and
mood.
Men's hair in the 20th century was generally simple and short, even to the point of
the brush- like crew cut, and most men were clean shaven. In the 1960's the
nonconformist young started a trend toward longer hair and side burns or beards to suit
their unconventional clothes. Some went to wild-looking extremes; others chose
moderate, well-groomed styles to the nape of the neck, trimmed to flatter the shape of
the head. Such styles were created or copied in the newly established men's hairdressing
salons that offered scissor or razor cuts, lotions, drying in nets, hairspray, and coloring.
Professional Requirements. In the 20th century a hairdresser must fulfill
professional requirements. In the United States he must attend a cosmetology school,
generally for 1,000 hours of training, in order to receive a state license to practice. In
Europe he must serve an apprentice ship of from one to five years before registering to
practice.

2. 7

Modern Hairdressing Procedure
(1)

Styling.
The most important qualities for hair are that it be healthy, shining, and in a
flattering, easy-to-manage style. Many fashion magazines suggest hairstyles
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according to the shape of the face in order to make the face resemble as
closely as possible the perfect oval. The circularity of a round face may be
minimized by a sleek, controlled style with side bangs. A square face needs
a style that cuts across the square corners at the temples and is full around
the jaw. The best style for a long face also rounds off the corners at the
temples and is short. For a triangular face, a narrow chin should be filled out
with chin-length hair, while a wide chin may be minimized with wide
bangs. In finding the right hairstyle, however, a woman should also consider
the proportions of her whole figure, the texture of her hair, her skill in
handling it, and the character of her life.
Once a hair style is chosen, it must be maintained by regular washing,
setting, and, usually, cutting. Some women care for their hair principally at
home, going to the hairdresser only infrequently for a cut or a shampoo and
set for a special occasion. Many women go to the hairdresser once a week,
while still others may see him every day for a combing.
(2)

Washing.
Clean, healthy hair is the basis of any hair style. In addition to brushing, dry
hair requires shampooing once a week, oily hair per haps every day.
Shampoos are soapy or synthetic detergents in liquid, gel, lotion, or cream
form and may have special uses. There are nondrying shampoos for normal
hair, egg shampoos to add sheen to dry hair, and lemon shampoos to cut
extra oils in oily hair. There are hypoallergenic shampoos for sensitive
scalps, medicated shampoos for scalp problems, and special shampoos for
tinted or bleached hair.
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(3)

Coloring.
Because hair coloring is constantly being improved and tested scientifically
and is subject to rigid quality controls, more women than ever before can
color their hair safely and achieve a natural effect. Most errors stem from
the user's carelessness. Temporary rinses, which coat the hair shaft and wash
away with one shampoo, make no drastic change but add highlights and
blend in discolored streaks. Semi-rinse, which also coat the hair shaft but
last through four to eight shampoos, make hair slightly darker (never
lighter) and can effectively cover gray hair. Because the color imparted by
these rinses fades gradually, it does not require retouching.

(4)

Permanent tints.
Permanent tints penetrate the hair shaft and permanently change the pigment
inside. The tint includes a bleaching agent, which removes the natural hair
color, and coloring matter, which gives a new color. In a one-color process
these actions take place at the same time. In a two- color process, only for
the most dramatic changes, the hair is bleached first and then a toner (a very
light shade) is applied to enliven the bleached hair. Retouching is needed
about every three weeks at the roots, where the darker hair grows in. It
should usually be done professionally because overlapping of chemicals can
cause the hair to become overly porous and brittle. Streaking is the two-tone
process applied to strands separated from the mass of hair.

(5)

Cutting
Fundamental to a short hairstyle is the cut. A blunt cut with scissors makes
the ends of the hair straight. Cutting with a razor tapers the ends so that they
cling close to the head.
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(6)

Setting
Most hair, especially if it is short, needs to be arranged in a certain position
while wet to give it shape when dry. The most popular method of setting the
hair is to wrap small sections of wet hair around rollers, usually of plastic
wire. The result is relative, flexible natural-looking curls with a hounce that
add height and width to a hairstyle. Hair may also be set in flat pin curls,
which produce a very curly effect. There are many aids for setting hair.
Electric curlers (rollers) in dry hair quickly revive a set. Setting lotions on
wet hair help the set to hold its shape and last longer. A shampoo an instant
conditioner (a protein-based lotion) added, body and sheen to the hair, or a
cream rinse makes hair softer and less dry.

(7)

Permanent Waving.
Some women, especially, those with straight or fine hair, may want a
permanent wave, which gives the hair hot and adaptability to a set. In the
modem cold wave the hair is wrapped around plastic rods and treated with a
permanent wave solution. A time the rods are removed and a neutralizer is
applied to stop the waving action and lock in the new wave pattern. As a
result, the structure of the hair is actually changed so that after the set that
must follow each shampoo, the hair falls easily back into line. Permanent
waves may be in several strengths: super waves for hard-to-curl hair, regular
hair for more casual styles or relatively curly hair and body waves to give
hair a soft, curving line. There are also permanent waves for gray hair and
children's hair. Naturally curly hair can be straightened by a permanent
wave m reverse.
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(8)

Combing Out.
The final step in creating a hairstyle is to comb out the hair. Once the set
hair is dry, the rollers or pins are removed, and the hair is brushed to
distribute the curl evenly and to achieve a smooth line. If hair lacks desired
height or fullness, it may be "teased" (back combed) to add bulk under the
top hair, which is then smoothed down to follow the color of the head. Then
the hair is lifted slightly the handle of a comb, and hair spray is lightly
applied to help hold the style in place.

2.8

Research of Customer Behavior for Hair & Beauty Salon Industry.

Hair & Beauty Salon Business:
Hair & Beauty Salon is an interesting business for many business owners to
invest. Thai Farmers Bank Research Center had asked the 722 customers in hair &
beauty salon during March 28-31, 1997 to know the customer's behavior in the salon
business.
Most of them (85.8%) are female and the rest (14.2%) are male. 51.6% of them
are aged between 16-25 years and 55.5% of them have Bachelor's degree. Most of them
are officers up to 41.5%. 39.2% has income 5,000-10,000 Baht per month. 31.3 use
average one time per month. The points that hair and beauty salon owners should
concern are time range for service. The half of them likes to be serviced at 4 pm until 8
pm. The technician and customer spend 30 minutes to 1 hour. 48.3% comes alone to use
service. The service charge is a factor that the customers concern. Although most of
them love to be beautiful, they would not like to spend more than 100 Baht per time. It's
up to 62.7% of them, so pricing strategy to attract customer is a point should not be
looked over. More than 80% of them are satisfied with a female technician, while the
rest- 18.4% like a male technician.
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Women in Bangkok and Hair & Beauty Salon Service

For the survey of women's beauty behavior, Thai Farmer Bank Research Center
had chosen the random group of 350 women who live in Bangkok and nearly boundary
during June 15-19, 1998 to know their expenditure's behavior and time spent for beauty
service.
From the sample group age between 16-55 years, most of them (66.12%) are 2030 years old. 52.5% of the sample graduate below bachelor's degree and 45.9% of them
graduate in Bachelor's degree. (Table 2.1) 34.2% are corporate officer, 20.5% are
government officer, 19.5% are student and 13.5% are business owner. (Table 2.2) Most
of respondents (47%) have income between 5,001-10,000 baht per month. (Table 2.3)
54.2% are single and 42.5% are married. (Table 2.4)
Top hair salon service that the women use are: washing & setting, cutting,
steaming treatment, waving & straightening, coloring, henna wax, etc. (Table2.5).
Beside hair service, they still use other service such as nail cutting, make up, etc. (Table
2.6). The frequency of beauty service's usages correlates with the educational level;
well-educated women are often to use beauty service. In the other way, lower educated
women have les usage. Therefore, the education level is an important factor to improve
their appearance. The expenditure of beauty service's usages per time also correlates
with the educational level; well-educated women spend more than less educated
women. More than half of them (73.4%) has their regular hair and beauty salon, while
the rest (26.6%) do not have. The factors that make them to be regular customer are
good hair technician, pleasant technician, reasonable price, less time taken, quick
service, good decoration and cleanness, having its own car park, etc. (Table 2.7). In case
of a new salon, factors that can be attract customers are: good location, word of mouth,
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good decoration & cleanness, discount & premium. (Table 2.8). Hair and beauty salon'
s location that women like to go: near home, near office, in the department store. (Table
2.9). Time that people like to use the service are: weekend, after work, before work in
the morning, Lunch time, Leisure time (Table 2.10). Average usage of hair and beauty
service of most of woman is 3.5 times per month. Each time they pay average 100 Bath.
So in each month, women will pay 350 baht. During free time when waiting for the
service, they like to Reading, Talking with other customers or technician, Watching TV,
Sleeping (Table 2.11)

Table 2.1.

The Proportion of the Sample about Education Levels.

Item

Percentage

Education Level

1

Below bachelor's degree

52.5

2

Bachelor's degree

45.9

3

Higher than bachelor's degree

1.6

Total

100
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Table 2.2.

The Proportion of the Sample about Occupation.

Item

Percentage

Occupation

1

Officer

34.2

2

Government officer

20.5

3

Business owner

13.7

3

Student

19.5

4

Unemployment

7.5

5

Others (ex. Housewife)

4.6

Total

100

Table 2.3.

The Proportion of the Sample about Income.

Item

Percentage

Income

1

<5,000

20.8

2

5,001-10,000

47.0

3

10,001-20,000

24.8

4

20,001-30,000

3.4

5

>30,000

4.0

Total

100
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Table 2.4.

The Proportion of the Sample about Status.

Item

Status

Percentage

1

Single

54.2

2

Married

42.5

3

Divorce

1.9

4

Widow

1.4

Total

100

Table 2.5.

The Proportion of the Sample That Identify Hair Salon Service.

Item

Percentage

Hair salon service

1.

Washing & Setting

24.5

2.

Cutting

23.8

3.

Steaming

15.2

4.

Waving & Straightening

9

5.

Henna wax

8.2

6

Coiling

4.3

7.

Coloring

8.1

8.

Permanent coloring

6.7

9.

Other

0.2

Total

100
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Table 2.6.

The Proportion of the Sample That Identify Other Service beside Hair
Service.

Item

Other service beside hair service

Percentage

1

Nail Service

41.3

2

Facial Massage

22.4

3

Small pimple removal

14.9

4

Makeup

9.3

5

Body Care

7.5

6

Wax

2.8

7

Only hair service

1.8

Total

100

Table 2.7.

Item

The Proportion of the Sample That Identify Factors That Make Them to be
Regular Customers.
Factors that make them to be regular customers

Percentage

1.

Good hair technician

46.5

2.

Pleasant technician

25.7

3.

Reasonable price

11.9

4.

Less time to salon

5.8

5.

Quick service

4.8

6.

Good decoration and cleanness

2.2

7.

Having its own car park

2.2

8.

Other

0.8

Total

100

-
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Table 2.8.

Item

The Proportion of the Sample That Identify Factors That Can Attract
Customers for New Salon
Factors that can be attract customers for new salon

Percentage

1.

Good location

39.1

2.

Word of mouth

21.8

3.

Good decoration and cleanness

17.3

4.

Discount and premium

13.4

5.

Other

8.4

Total

100

Table 2.9.

Item

The Proportion of the Sample That Identify Hair and Beauty Salon' s
Location That Women Like to Go.

Hair and beauty salon's location that women like to go

Percentage

1.

Near home

68.4

2.

Near office

17

3.

In the department store

9.4

4.

Word of mouth

2.6

5.

Well-known salon school

1
--

6.

Other

1.6

Total

100
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Table 2.10.

Item

The Proportion of the Sample That Identify Time That People Like to
Use the Services.
Time that people like to use the service

Percentage

1.

Week end

54.2

2.

After work

13.7

3.

Before work in the morning

13.1

4.

Lunch time

11.8

5.

Leisure time

7.2

Total

100

Table 2.11.

Item

The Proportion of the Sample That Identify Activities During Using the
Service.

Identify Activities During Using the Service.

Percentage

1.

Reading

51

2.

Talking with other customers or technician.

22.5

3.

Watching TV

19.6

4.

Sleeping

5.6

5.

Other (Watching the operating of technician)

1.3

Total

100
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2.9

Market Survey: Off-line Media
( 1)

Make up, Hair and Beauty Magazine.
The price is 50 baht. There are 84 pages. The content contains hair styles,
hair and beauty activities, advertising of hair - beauty salons, equipments,
products and other general topics which do not relate directly with hair and
beauty such as health, sex, horoscope, movie star interview, etc.

Figure 2.3.

Cover of Make up (Hair & Beauty) Magazine.
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(2)

Hair Today Magazine
The price of Hair Today magazine is 60 baht. There are 106 pages.
The design is a modern style. The content contains hair styles, hair and
beauty activities, advertising of hair - beauty salons, equipments, products
and other general topics which do not relate directly with hair and beauty
such as restaurant, travel, health, sex, horoscope, movie star interview, etc.

Figure 2.4.

Cover of Hair Tod<JY Magazine.
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(3)

Hair Teen Magazine.
The price of Hair Teen magazine is 200 baht. There are 196 pages.
The content mainly contains hairstyles and procedures of hairdressing.
There are some hair equipment and hair product advertising.

Figure 2.5.

Cover of Hair Teen Magazine
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This is an example of off-line media magazines that have mainly hair content.
There are a few hair magazines in bookshops. Mostly buyers are hair salon operators for
the purpose of their own businesses. Books or magazines which have content about only
hair are not bought by end users because it is expensive in the perception of consumer.
Generally, there are a few pages of hair content in women magazines which have
mainly content about fashion and clothes such as Elle, Cosmopolitan, Cloe, Vogue,
Image, Praew, DeeChan, and etc.
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.10

Market Survey: On-line media
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Website of simplemag.com.

www.simplemag.com is a website of M-web Co., ltd. group which have content
about women's story such as Beauty, Working women, Fashion, Health, Horoscope,
Pregnancy & Baby, Love, Sex, Shopping, Wedding, Yoga. In side of Beauty Column,
there are many sub-columns such as beauty's secret, .make-up, treatment, beauty's
recipe, beauty center, shopping, and asking expert. M-Web Co., Ltd. is one well-known
web site in the Thailand. It has own many websites which can link together:
Mweb.co.th, Sabuy.com, Sanook.com, Thaicentral.com, Thaiicq.com, Thaimate.com,
Topspace.com, Home4Thai, BeesKids.com, Thaigolfer.com
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Figure 2.7.

Website of chalachol.com.

www.chalachol.com is like a company website and hair stylist web site. Its
contents have contained Chalachol hair salon all over Bangkok such as the place of
location, news, history, member club and web board that is a part of community. In the
cyber world, Chalachol.Com is well known in Thailand because of the popularity of Mr.
Chalachbl, hair-stylist, in the traditional world. He has also promoted his web site at
every branche of Chalachol hair studio.
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www.cutandcurl.co.th
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Colour of Paradise

.

I
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Website of cutandcurl.co.th.

www.cutandcurl.co.th is just like Chalachol.com web site, but they have a
different name "cut & curl". It's less well-known than Chalachol.com web site. Its
contents cover hairstyles, hair trips, service, training center, news, price, promotion, and
branches with places of location.
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www.pclgroup.com
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Website of pclgroup.com

www.pclgroup.com is the web site for selling hair product lines of Pel. Group;
Aily, Caring , Just Modern. Its content contains company information, product (hair
color, hair beauty, hair styling, hair care, hair cleanser), suggestion about color.
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www.vivaldi.co.th
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Figure 2.10. Website ofvivaldi.com.

'Vivaldi co., ltd. is a company that has sold beauty supply and equipment to hair
and beauty salons. www.vivaldi.co.th is the company web site that provides information
about company information, product, and news. At present, the news inform about their
traditional advertising media and public relation events. It also shows the name list of
their hair and beauty salons· customers, which means the other way of hair and beauty
salons' advertisement via Internet.
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www.rungrat.com
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Figure 2.11.

Website of rungrat.com.

www.rungrat.com is the web site of the beauty and hair salon academy. Its content
contains about school, course and promotion. It gives the information about only
Rungrat school.
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Figure 2.12.

Website of lalit-bkk.com.

www.lalit-bk:k.com is the web site of hair academy. Its content contains academy,
profile, hair tips, fashion, etc.
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www.aiminterschool.com
§
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tUtutl Allll lnle• School UHIUI - MtcJOsolt Internet Explo1er

Boost Your Career in Beauty and Spa Therapy with a CIBTAC Certificate

Aim International Beauty School was established ten years ago . Our
goal is to teach and produce quahfied professional beauty therapists in
Thailand. Our school is the first institution of beauty in Thailand . We offer
a curriculum approved by the Thai Ministry of Education since February
12,1991.
In July 1994 1 Aim International Beauty School became a member of
the British Association of Beauty Therapy & Cosmetology (B.~BT AC) 1 a
premier ;ntern.ationa! assoc;ation widely recognized as one of the most
influential beauty institution
With this significant membership, Aim graduates hold a higher
chance of obtaining an International certification from the Confederation of
International Beauty Therapy B: Cosmetology (CIBT.6.C) , the most highly
covered certificate among beauty therapy practitioners worldwide.

Figure 2.13.

Website of aiminterschool.com.

www.aiminterscho1.11.com 1s the web site of international beauty school. Its
content contains about school profile, training courses, services, etc. Mostly the training
courses are beauty and spa therapy.
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Figure 2.14.

Website oflabellebeauty.com.

www.labellebeauty.com is a website of La belle's beauty salon. The content of the
web site is about how to treatment of face, body, hand, feet, hair, and yoga and about us.
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From the conducting survey of some online websites about hair & beauty salon in
Thailand, the web sites are categorized as following:
(1)

Web

site

that

gives

information

about

women

and

beauty:

www.simplemag.com
(2)

Web sites that give information about service of its own business
www.chalachol.com, www.cutandcurl.co.th, www.labellebeauty.com

(3)

Web sites that give information about hair and beauty products and supplies:
www.pclgroup.com, www.vivaldi.co.th

(4)

Web sites that give information about salon school: www.rungrat.com,
www.lalit-bkk.com, www.aiminterschool.com.

No website is a center of hair and beauty salon which has specific content about
hair.
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III.

3.1

MARKETING PLAN

Market Segmentation and Target Market

There are 2 types of target group.
(1)

Business to customer (B2C) type.
ThaiSalon.Com's targets are people who always uses Internet and
interest in new technology. They love to change their behaviors. They are
in-trend persons who like new fashion for both sex but we emphasize on
female, especially, working women aged between 22-40 years, teenager age
between 15-22 years. Income level could be more than 10,000 baht per
month because its rate is affordable for customers to pay and the public
access to the Internet is quite good, while there is a vary range of hair
dressing service.

(2)

Business to business (B2B) type.
Its targets are businesses that do business about hair and beauty salon
service. Early, ThaiSalon.Com's collect list name of B2B customer from
Ministry of commerce and the name list are developed by updating from
other information sources not only hard copy, but also soft copy and such as
yellow pages, www.yellowpages.com, www.eguidethailand.com. Moreover
the name list will be developed by survey, advertising and etc.

3.2

SWOT Analysis

Strength's:
(1)

ThaiSalon.Com is the first website that contains more information abut hair
and beauty salon

(2)

ThaiSalon.Com shows Thai identity
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(3)

Many strengths of ThaiSalon.Com depend very largely on the Internet
technology. (The dynamic nature of the Internet itself allows the
ThaiSalon.com web site to provide up-to-date information. ThaiSalon.com
take advantage of this dynamic nature by continuously updating the required
content and by adding this dynamic factor into the web site itself.)

Weaknesses:
(1)

Non sufficient team to operate web

(2)

New comer in the market, not well known or not reputation. As we are in
the new website, the customer may not trust to use our service.

(3)

Limited in target market because the users should have computer to search
information.

(4)

A limited capacity for service because database system collected a few in
the initial implement.

Opportunities:
(1)

The website can directly to target market.

(2)

Directly sponsored by hair product' s producer, hair salon and beauty salon.

(3)

We are the medium between hair solon, beauty salon and customer.

Threat:
(1)

The market for hair and beauty salon is at its maturity. Information and
resources are readily available from other media, such as books, magazines
and television. The Internet came as the last medium of communication.
Because it is Internet media, so it can reach to customer slower than other
medium.

(2)

Besides a market that is full of players, this market also has a low entry
barriers as well as a low exit barrier. In other words, anyone who wants to
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entry into the online hair and beauty salon business can do so very easily,
while those who are not as profitable can also easily resign. However, the
entry to and exit from the market occurs with a cost. Once an investment is
made into business, a company must compete very intensely in the market
in order to regain its investment.

3.3

(3)

Traditional media is more accessible than online media

(4)

Internet infrastructure of Thailand is low

4 P's of Marketing Mixes

Product:
Information services are the mam product of ThaiSalon.Com - information
service on hair treatment, hair dressing, salon directory, hair news article, expert
opinion, and web site design. From these services, ThaiSalon.Com divides the type of
service into 2 categories: business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C).
Services for the B2C target is purely the transfer and exchange of information
between ThaiSalon.Com and target consumers, without involving any monetary
transactions. In the other words, the target B2C customers are allowed to access the web
site for free. The level of access, however, depends on whether that target customer is
willing to exchange his/her personal information or not. If personal information is
provid~d,

the access level goes deeper into the web site.

Moreover the name list of hair and beauty salon that is collected as
ThaiSalon.Com's prospect customers (B2B) are the database of salon search. This is a
selling point or a differentiated product that no web sites about hair, hair & beauty salon
have the content.
It is ease to use. The audience can expect the target web site to be free of effort.

By providing ease of use to the audience, the purposes of the web site should be clearly
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specified. A web site cannot develop to its full size overnight. Its development works on
a long continuum - a simple, preliminary site to one with complex functions. This
development process can be discusses in conjunction with the purposes of the web site;
each stage of development has a particular purpose. Each web page should specify its
function clearly to the users.
However, major business transactions are taking place between the B2B
customers and ThaiSalon.Com because promoting products and services through a Web
site on the Internet has become a potent marketing device for many businesses. Every
day, businesses are setting up web sites to promote their products and services or just to
use Internet facilities to store and distribute corporate information. A bright, attractive
web site is certain to draw customers and enhance customer relationships.
This type of interaction now involves both the exchange of information and
monetary transactions such as income from banner, etc. The information exchange for
B2B level is required for various membership programs, such as salon search. First
stage, we collect basic information about salon such as name of salon, location, and
telephone. Most important, the information exchange is done continuously as to
maintain the freshness and accuracy of the web site content. B2B customers,
nevertheless, can choose to be a passive participator who does not pay for membership
fee. This category of participator will only be allowed a certain level of access into the
ThaiSalon.Com web site, and the promotion level provided by ThaiSalon.Com remain
minimal. More active B2B customers take part in information exchange and monetary
transactions. Most of the time, the information exchange is in a form of a mutual
benefit, where both parties receive equal amount of promotions in exchange.
Available size of advertising banners for B2B customers are:
(1)

Full banner advertisement: 468x60 pixels
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(2)

Half banner advertisement: 234x60 pixels

(3)

Square button advertisement: 125x125 pixels

(4)

Button #1 advertisement: 120x90 pixels

(5)

Button #2 advertisement: 120x60 pixels

(6)

Micro banner advertisement: 250x250pixels

(7)

Vertical banner advertisement: 120x240 pixels

Price:

The pricing of ThaiSalon.Com services varies according to the level of services
provided.
Regular users are those who have supplied ThaiSalon.Com with some personal
information in exchange for an access to particular types of services. These users fall
under the B2C category and do not have to pay membership fee. Moreover, exposure of
ThaiSalon.Com web site to regular users and non-members provide another means to
promoting its own web site.
Other service types are intended for B2B customers, particularly salon operators
and require some form of membership fee.
Under the first type salon membership, members do not have to pay for the
membership fee.
Other services are restricted to paid salon membership. The second type, hair and
beauty salon membership includes individual account set-up and access to modify
member's restaurant data (information on standard-designed salon page provided by
ThaiSalon.Com and the menu section). In addition, the second type, member can also
access the reservation database which member's account. Under the second type
services, members can log into their account in order to modify or update data on the
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menu section and its restaurant page as well. Because this type of services requires a
level of database maintenance and a degree of customization, the membership fee of
2,000 Baht for a one-time installment and 18,000 baht for annual fee apply.
The third type hair and beauty salon membership involves the highest degree of
customization and database maintenance. Domain main are specially provided to be
www.thaisalon.com/your salon name. Membership fees of 2,000 Baht for a one-time
installment and 30,000 Baht for annual fee applies. In exchange, the third type members
receive an account with the same type of services as the second type members. In
addition, the third type members also receive individual web site design of up to seven
pages. Also included in this member type is service on database maintenance, server
space and a link to their individual web site.
Under the advertising banner program for B2B customers, advertisers are charged
according to the size and the placement of advertising banners.
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Table 3.1.

Cost of Advertising Banner Placed on www.thaisalon.com.
Format

Per CPM (Baht)

Size

Cost Per Thousand Impressions (CPM)
Full Banner

468X60

1200

Half Banner

234X60

600

Square Button

125X125

500

Button# 1

120X90

400

Button #2

120X60

300

Micro Banner

88X31

200

Vertical Banner

120X240

600

Place

The Internet is the main distribution channel for ThaiSalon.Com products and
services because ThaiSalon.com assumes a significant role of intermediary, where it
provides a meeting place for salons and end customers, it communicates with both the
supplier of the hair and beauty salon industry and the buyers of the hair and beauty
salon industry. The Internet and World Wide Web makes possible this new business
model that allows ThaiSalon.Com to assume its place as the intermediary while
profiting from its role.
Promotion
Advertising.

Basically, ThaiSalon.Com uses on-line advertising to promote its web site.
Online-advertising could be in the fonn of search engines, banner exchange, link to
other web site, reciprocal links, etc.
Submit the Web Site to the Search Engines

There are a lot of place where can submit the web site to multiple search engines.
It's Yahoo, Altavista, Infoseek and Lycos. Always use meta tags on the site and
especially index page. When search engines add the homepage to their database, the
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first thing that they look for is a special tag with the description and keywords of the
page.
Fill in title, description, and keyword. Then cut-n-paste it on your site.
Some of the search engines and directories that were once independent have been
bought out by other companies or borrow their search results from them to display on
their own site. Keeping up with who owns what and who's charging for admission
could drive you crazy. Come along with me for the latest updates in the insane work of
search engines by considering the international search engines and the search engines in
Thailand.
Banner Exchange

Even though this one of the most popular ways to promote our site we don't
always bring the amount of traffic. Also remember that every banner exchange has
different ratio, so choose carefully. Such as Link Exchange or ThaiAdClick
Linking with other web sites.

The point here is that if the site has some relationship with the subject matter on
another site, we will contact the owner of that site to see if we can trade links. These
simple link exchanges benefit both parties involved and, best of all it does not cost
either party.
Reciprocal Links.

This is one of the best ways to get more people come to your site. Exchange our
link with other websites that go similar or different content. This way every body wins.
Use search engines to find similar sites.
In addition to online advertising, offline advertising: for example, brochure,
sticker, and poster are distributed in all hair and beauty salons, trade show and etc.
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's

Public Relation

ThaiSalon.Comjoin a trade show or an exhibition events concerning with hair and
beauty to be the grand opening of ThaiSalon.Com when its already set up for a while.
Moreover it cooperates with the media by providing press releases to newspapers or
magazmes.
Direct Marketing

ThaiSalon.Com has a B2B type customer's database. Direct mail is a way to
contact customers directly about informing its product or service and its grand opening
day. For ThaiSalon.Com's web surfers, the member programs collect their personal
information including e-mail address. It's a tool for e-direct marketing to reach B2C
customers.
Sales Promotion

In the first stage, ThaiSalon.Com has set the trial program to persuade B2B
prospective customers a time range for trial of one month. In order that B2B are its
prospective customers when they have used its service, moreover, ThaiSalon.Com also
sets the special promotion to the customers who invite the new customers by giving a
percentage discount.
Personal Selling

Lastly, ThaiSalon.Com need the personal selling method to promote. It is the most
cost-effective tool at late stage of the buying process, particularly in building up buyers'
preference, conviction, and action.
3.4

Financial Projections and Financial Management

Financial Plan is used to determine whether the project is economically feasible.
Numerous approaches have been developed to measure the value of proposed project.
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Since ThaiSalon.Com web is still a prototype, financial projection could only be an
estimate of projected figures.
Investment Cost

The cost of the whole system includes manpower cost, hardware cost, software
cost, implementation cost and maintenance cost. This cost is spent for setting up the
web site initially as below:
(1)

Register for domain name www.thaisalon.com 2,000 Baht per year.

(2)

Hosting cost is about 4,000 Baht per year for NT Server that keep the web
system.

(3)

Web design and Web developing cost are about 150,000 baht.

(4)

Computer is about 40,000 baht.

(5)

Cost of software is about 10,000 Baht.

Total cost of investment

=
=

2,000+4,000+ 150,000+40,000+ 10,000
206,000 Baht.

Operating Cost

When we launch www.thaisalon.coms.com to serve the customer. We need to
spend the money for any expense such as customer service cost, maintenance web
system cost and any operated cost. We can calculate the operating cost per month as
below:
(1)

Employee's salary is about 40,000 Baht.

(2)

Office rent is about 7,000 Baht.

(3)

Office equipment is about 3,000 Baht.

(4)

Internet fee is about 1,000 Baht.

(5)

Advertising cost is about 10,000 baht. (The first moth, Advertising cost is
about 100,000)
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(6)

Miscellaneous expense is about 10,000 baht.

Total operating cost

= 40,000+7,000+3,000+l,OOO+ 10,000+ 10,000
= 71,000 baht.

Source of Income

To accomplish a ThaiSalon.Com financial target is to generate revenue from
advertisement on the site in order to cover the investment cost and the operating cost in
short-term and make profit in long-term. Income will be generated from acquire the
second and third types of salon members and also banner-advertising fee. We will
forecast the sales volume according to the personal selling plan and customer's decision
time range.
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Table 3 .2.

Projected Salons Subscription Revenue for the First Year.

Membership Type 1(18,000 B.)
Month

No. Amount

Type 2 (30,000 B.)
No. Amount

Set-up fee (2,000 B.) Total
No. Amount

Jan

2 36,000

1

30,000

3

6,000

72,000

Feb

2 36,000

1

30,000

3

6,000

72,000

Mar

2 36,000

1

30,000

3

6,000

72,000

Apr

4 72,000

2

60,000

6

12,000

144,000

May

4 72,000

2

60,000

6

12,000

144,000

Jun

4 72,000

2

60,000

6

12,000

144,000

Jul

4 72,000

2

60,000

6

12,000

144,000

Aug

4 72,000

2

60,000

6

12,000

144,000

Sep

4 72,000

2

60,000

6

12,000

144,000

Oct

2 36,000

1

30,000

3

6,000

72,000

Nov

2 36,000

1

30,000

3

6,000

72,000

Dec

1 18,000

-

1

2,000

20,000

Total

35 630,000

17

510,000

52 104,000

1,244,000

The revenue of banner advertising is range between 5,000-10,000 baht which it varies
up to hair -.md beauty salons demand because it is not core revenue.
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Cast Flow

Table 3.3

Project Cash flow for the first six months

January February March
Initial cost
Domain name fee
Hosting fee
Web design and developing
Software
Computer
Total Initial cost
Revenue
Register fee # type 2
Register fee# type 3
Membership fee
Banner advertise
Total revenue
Operating expense
Salary
Office rent
Office equipment
Internet
Advertising
Miscellaneous
Total operation expense

Total cash flow

~pril

·. May

Baht
.. June

2,00(
4,000
150,000
10,000
40,000
206,00C

36,000
30,000
6,000
5,000
77,000

36,000 36,000 72,000 72,000 72,00C
30,000 30,000 60,000 60,000 60,00C
6,000 6,000 12,000 12,00C 12,000
5,00(
5,000 10,00C 10,000 10,000
77,00( 77,000 154,00C 154,000 154,000

40,000
7,000
3,000
1,000
50,000
10,000
111,000

40,00C
7,000
3,000
1,000
10,000
1O,OOC
71,00(

(206,000) (34,000)

6,00(
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40,000
7,000
3,000
1,000
10,00C
10,00C
71,000

10,000
10,000
71,00C

6,00C 83,000 83,00C

83,000

40,00C
7,000
3,000
1,000
10,000
1O,OOC
71,00C

40,000
7,000
3,000
1,00C
10,000
10,00C
71,00C

40,000
7,000
3,000
1,00(

Table 3 .4.

Project Cash Flow for the First Year.
Jan

Initial cost
Domain name fee
Hosting fee
Web design and developing
Software
Computer
Total Initial cost

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

36,000 36,000 36,000 72,000 72,000 72,000 72,000 72,000 72,000
30,000 30,000 30,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000

Membership fee
Banner advertise
Total revenue

6,000 6,000
5,000 5,000
77,000 77,000

Total cash flow

Nov

Dec

2,000
4,000
150,000
10,000
40,000
206,000

Revenue
Service fee# type 2
Register fee # type 3

Operating expense
Salary
Office rent
Office equipment
Internet
Advertising & Promotion
Miscellaneous
Total operation expense

Oct

40,000
7,000
3,000
1,000
50,000
10,000
111,000
-206,000 -34,000

36,000 36,000
18,000
30,000 30,000 -

6,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000
6,000 6,000
2,000
5,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000
5,000 5,000 77,000 154,00 154,00 154,00 154,00 154,00 154,00 77,000 77,000 20,000
0
0
0
0
0
0

40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000 40,000
7,000
7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000
7,000 7,000
3,000
3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000
3,000 3,000
1,000
1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
1,000 1,000
10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000
0
0
10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
5,000 5,000
71,000 71,000 71,000 71,000 71,000 71,000 71,000 71,000 61,000 61,000
6,000

6,000 83,000 83,000 83,000 83,000 83,000 83,000
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16,000 16,000

40,000
7,000
3,000
1,000
0
5,000
71,000
-51,000

Financial Conclusions

From the table of cash flow, we can calculate the payback period of this project is
about six months for launching the web site and the revenue will cover the investment
cost base on the project assumption due to initial spending on start-up and operating
costs. The goal of the first six months is to establish its customer base and generate cash
from membership and advertising. However, ThaiSalon.Com use conservative strategy
in setting the promotion budget in the first stage because its revenue has to cover the
expending cost as soon
From the project figure it show that this project is feasible and worthwhile for
investment.
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IV. DESIGN & PROTOTYPE

4.1

The objectives of designing web pages
ThaiSalon.Com site is designed and developed to create new possibilities for its

business
The objectives of designing web pages are the following:
(1)

To cover content within the site.

(2)

To create graphics to enhance the content.

(3)

To have a website which well is organized and easy to navigate.

(4)

To make it pleasing to the eye and make sure to present its service in an
easy to understand format.

(5)

To make it easy to view the database of hair and beauty salons.

Web page designing is considered from the marketing analysis, strategies and
concepts.

4.2

Web Site Structure
Home

Archive
-Hair
-Hair Style
-Hair Color

Member

I

New User

Feature

Community

I-Salon search

I-Ask Expert

Web master

Disclaimer

Privacy

Log-in

-Hair Salon
-Beauty Salon
-Salon school

Figure 4.1.

ThaiSalon.Com's Web Site Structure.
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Term of use

The flowchart ofThaiSalon.Com demonstrates that there are a total of eight
sections on the web site: Achieve, Member, Feature, Community, Web Master,
Disclaimer, Privacy, and Term of use.

11: : Welcome lo Thaisalon.com: : - Microsoft Internet Explme1

l!!lr;;'Jf3

News Update

.

waufiu1nil~1i)l'l'llB~ Salon De' VarenciB 111'111ltl'l'l1V mv
\;rmrurn1'!Wltfi11illlflw'Wiv a1~1w'ill'l 'lriv1n \J!ll 'lnr.a i!a
a1ii1'l ;\"1W11 wenit\J\Jrl~~ ~~~t if!'i ~~;f1wl-liiu ~1V1u fill\!n
l'lmi.l'l~Wa!\1~ 'fll'f\'l11t\J1Jil'lll1>1i\"

password

I

11!11'1~1niin

Submit

Figure 4.2.

1• Reset I

Home Page ofwww.thaisalon.com.

In the archive section, there are Hair, Hair Style, Hair Color, Hair Salon, Beauty
Salon, Salon School. Hair part will explain the details and knowledge of hair. Most of
them will be text; but we use front to read easily. Hair Style part will contain every
styles, short, long, curry, modem and super star style, Hair Color part will compare each
color to surfers to see. Hair Salon part will be an important part for B2B customers to
advertise their salons as well as beauty salons part and salon school.
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Thai Salon.com

Hair 6alon
wa11n11\m\~1aflt1a~ Salon De' Varencia a1t11i.fl'na mv

\~mnirn1~;~11uun1~Tuia m~1wefl 'iriv1ll'i lJIY ln~i ifo
mii'H ill1un1wani.llllrii~~llu.iit~r.i1~il11w1'lii11 ~,v\unll\!n
fin ii~~ l'fo~1~ 11 ~ 'ni.llllila lfl;\'

use ma.me
'password
aiffl~~niln

nu Babilone by J&B: 1J.)i.1J1Jn1rurnw~111 u.iitmmni.~~
n1110,..11iia11lrn1~ 5 fl11 nw1Jmwilrim1~1inlJ,lJ1JflnJ1~~i ~n
·
fi1ll1~iifiWiv1a1!l1m11l~awllM;f'.na~ ~

Submit

1·. Reset I

nu 281: mrum11'ri1ll®1fl~ll Tuiv1h~~lliiaa1ii'Hu.iitilm1ll

!ID"oone ·

~- lti#I ;l.~fh'ln--1ru'ltJ11m111,.,u.'f1~~.., itmfutl:iJ'fl11fl._,,t,,,tJ1111fi,,~ufiii

Figure 4.3.

Hair Salon Advertising Page ofwww.thaisalon.com.
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.§: : \l/elcome to Thaisalon.com:

l!!lliJEi

: - Microsoft Internet Explorer

..

iJ Ajjdress @] http://www.thaisalon.com/hairs<

U£~~-~~Fil~~~;~~

~

118"111:

Se.Ion De' Varencie.

;i;i~

\111J1ii111111n 3. 66/26-2s ii. w111111n 11. w•1
1111'13 llllrllJ1
t1w 0-2526-2503, 0-2968-9060, 0-29687645-8
\11t1111ri'l11J, 64/61-6211.ii111111n uvn11ri'l1a
\l\lrllJ1
tni 0-2977-9021-5

:

Thai Salon.com
ii :

fi1Jm1"bv:rh~i1i'la~1111mnnfiwwJJll11Jm11
~flfl1 °bl?fo~ W\1111

fi11m11fi tin11fl~mlii1'lri.ITtiMUl~\11J11J 11e {i!i11
\1111v Uilt~tln~~ri111J~1JJfiif11'1ilv
fill'e1av~'llw if1Jrn1 'llliitfiJJ~1mll11fi f.[n'lle~1~
ll1M~\111J

Tiu Be.bilone by J&B : ~111J1J111w™11~111 tliltfl11tln11?\~

SubmiiJ ·. Reset I

T111ll~!"l~a11h~11~ 5fl:n111wm1'lil11n11ei\lfl111J1Jflw1~~1~11

fl1!J1fiilfilfi1J'l\11!J1 ~lti~IJl!lltiM;\'l\M'!ff

Tiu 281: 111wm11i'i1il11mfl'!Tlll Tum1!1~~1Ji'laa1ilwt1iitilm1JJ

~lt:~i#1 ;lti,,n--1rn"ltJl.Jfl/11,,hl.y;-q~,, f?mfutJiJm1fh,ff'h1e.J111rfl,1~v.flii

Figure 4.4.

Full Page Example of Hair Salon Advertising ofwww.thaisalon.com.

In the member section only has two categories: New user and Member Log-in.
This part, ThaiSalon.Com will collect B2C database to arrange marketing further.
In the feature section, salon search is a unique point which no other web sites
have.
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»

Thai Salon.com
Search

-\l\'omJm.imfiumi1ofiu

News Update

woufiutml~1'il~l'VO~ Salon De' Varencia 'il1'111111'1'!1S mv
tflnw1Jrn1ma;?i1LiillllwTuw 01~1w"lil'l 'ins1H IJ!\J 1nr.1~ iio

01ilw f\'1\lll1 wm11111Jni~ U!ll4ilt ii~ ~~f\'1w1'iiiu ~iv tu fomn
?1m1?i~l?o~1~ 11!1'\'!1111JJJill1l?16-Beauty Salon : 1ti~'!'l'll4ilt'!1V~twvl'l'llO~fiw.a~a1v
ww1Jfi11mm1aw\Yi l')maTi ~

rna

?iw~

a1uio
~~1111'1

r

11!ll'lr.11mm
. Submit

Reset

Hair Salon: rnnw~u!lvol'liiv!l '1l?16mm1N!l?i1~ wwllfi~
nv~tliivl'l \w?\ ~tiw~~!l fitnl')m a11J1'm~m lf\'0~1~1nnmv

~·~

1·c1[J~'.~&
'ill

Figure 4.5.

Salon Search Example ofwww.thaisalon.com.
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Welcome to Thaisalon.com : : · Microsofl Internet Explo1er
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--··----------·-
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History ; ... Mail
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Print

J ... ~-----·---~---i;;;=J"'

ID7
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~

Discuss

----····-·----·-------··-·-··-·---~----·-----

..

----~-~·-

,.. . ~Go

: JA.Qdress @] httpJ/www.thaisalon.com/search.asp?ssearch=%CA%D5%C5%C1&sField=road&lx=18&ly=13

[J~~~~~]J~~~=-~-;:;~~~~ki=:~r;~~-~~~:,~~~;J51;;;[IDi.l~~-=~~~~== :··~

Thai Salon.com

0alon 0earch
'f111ife Hair Salon
•

ihfi m'.*111M1

'11

liwllil inti (1htrnl'ih1s) Hf'il

•

fi.ii. Sll®wl01WJ ~1fif1

•

llJ~~111iiV. Uflt ~Y1v1w1Wi) ~1if'il

Figure 4.6. List of Hair Salon Search Example ofwww.thaisalon.com.

There are seven types of banner advertisement.
(1)

Full banner advertisement: 468x60 pixels

Figure 4.7.

Full Banner Example
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(2)

Half banner advertisement: 234x60 pixels

Figure 4.8.

(3)

Square button advertisement: 125x125 pixels

Figure 4.9.

(4)

Half Banner Example

Square Button Example.

Button #1 advertisement: 120x90 pixels

Figure 4.10.

Button #1 Example
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(5)

Button #2 advertisement: 120x60 pixels

Figure 4.11.

(6)

Button #2 Example

Micro banner advertisement: 250x250pixels

lit\COO llA"4ER >>

:im ~ ~~1 f\ KfJ.,'~,

Figure 4.12.

(7)

Micro Banner Example

Vertical banner advertisement: 120x240 pixels

Figure 4.13.

Vertical Banner Example
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

ThaiSalon.Com web site is a center of hair & beauty salon in Thailand, especially
in Bangkok, in virtual world. The content emphasizes on hair, hair salon, and beauty
salon. Major emphasis is placed on easy navigation, creative design, and resourceful
information.
Many reasons in creating the name are easy to remember and understand, Thai
identity, the first Thai web site which contains about only hair and beauty salon, and
collecting the name list of hair and beauty salon where located in Thailand. It is a nichecontent web site because no other web site has the same content as ThaiSalon.Com.
The project objectives are to provide a comprehensive online information about
hair, beauty & hair salon and to utilize the Internet as an online tool to promote the hair
and beauty salons. The business objective is to generate revenue from advertisement on
the site in order to cover the operating cost in short-term and make profit in long-term.
There are two types of target groups. For Business to customer (B2C) type,
ThaiSalon.Com's targets are customer who always use Internet and are interested in
new technology. They love to change their characters. They are in-trend persons who
like new fashion. We will emphasize more on females, especially working women aged
between 22-40 years, teenagers aged between 15-22 years. Income level could be more
than 10,000 baht per month. For Business to business (B2B) type, the targets are
businesses which do business about hair and beauty salon service. Early,
ThaiSalon.Corp.'s collect list name of B2B customer from Ministry qf commerce and
the name list are developed by updating from other information sources not only hard
copy, but also soft copy and such as yellow pages, www.yellowpages.com,
www.eguidethailand.com. Moreover the name list will be developed by survey,
advertising and etc.
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www.eguidethailand.com. Moreover the name list will be developed by survey,
advertising and etc.
The four P's of marketing mixes: Information services are the main product for
B2C. For B2B, ThaiSalon.Com provide membership program and banner. The pricing
varies according to the level of services provided. The Internet is the main distribution
channel. Promotion: Both of on-line and off-line advertising are used to promote. It also
sets up a grand opening by joining a trade show or an exhibition events concerning with
hair and beauty as public relation program and it cooperates with the media by
providing press releases to newspapers or magazines. Direct Marketing, Direct mail is a
way to contact customer directly about informing its product or service and its grand
opening day. Moreover the member program collects their personal information
including e-mail address. It's a tool for e-direct marketing to reach B2C customers.
Sales Promotion, in the first stage, ThaiSalon.Com has set the trial program to persuade
B2B prospects. The time range for trial is a month. In order that B2B prospects to be its
customer when they have used its service. Moreover, ThaiSalon.Com will also set the
special promotion to customers who invite the new customers by giving a percentage
discount. Lastly, ThaiSalon.Com needs the personal selling method to promote itself
successfully.
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VI.

FUTURE PLAN

When ThaiSalon.Com's web site is well known for a period of time, we will add
more content of beauty for being the web site of hair and beauty complex and there will
be more online activities - game shows, quiz shows, etc.; for example, the winner will
get prize from the highest cumulative score. ThaiSalon.Com will extend its own
business by offering salon equipment and supply via Internet. By extending its own
business, ThaiSalon.Com needs to be more promoted. Offline advertising on women's
magazines will be more effective; for example, Elle, Cosmopolitan, Cloe, Vogue,
Image, Praew, DeeChan, and etc. Banner for any places, such as Center Point, Siam
Square, Siam paragon, and subway and sponsor hair design contests in Thailand. More
teamwork will be need and more experts will be set in ThaiSalon.Com to achieve its
goal.
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